Here's a Snapshot of the 2022 Consensus Festival Experience.

**THURSDAY | June 9**

*Exclusive to Pro and Piranha Pass holders*

- **Exclusive Content**
  - Money Reimagined Summit
  - Creator Summit

- **Networking & Experiences**
  - Opening Party
  - NFT Gallery
  - Music Performances

**FRIDAY & SATURDAY | June 10 & 11**

- **Content Hub**
  - Main Stage
  - Featured Stage
  - Foundations
  - Explorations
  - Big Ideas Stage
  - Sport Court
  - Metaverse Zone

- **Networking & Experiences**
  - NFT Gallery
  - DAO House
  - Music Performances
  - MetaGala
  - Talent Hub

**SUNDAY | June 12**

- **Consensus Finale Experience**
  - Closing Brunch
  - Closing Session
  - Awards Presentations

**GET YOUR PASS NOW**

- Austin, TX → June 9–12, 2022
- Austin, TX → June 9–12, 2022
- Austin, TX → June 9–12, 2022

Bringing together the decentralized world.
Content Hub

Head over to the Austin Convention Center for three days filled with hard-hitting conversations, critical debates and inspiring dialogues. Stop by the Exhibition Hall to connect with our partners, explore career opportunities in our Talent Hub or grow your network in one of the community lounges.

MAIN STAGE
In a headlining series of fireside chats and presentations, the biggest names in crypto, government and the arts discuss the most urgent issues facing the blockchain and digital assets industry and the economic and social institutions it challenges.

FEATURED STAGE
Leaders discuss how crypto technology and decentralized digital communities are remaking the worlds of finance, investing, culture, entertainment, marketing, governance and more.

FOUNDATIONS
Foundations is a program within Consensus where we put the spotlight on thriving blockchain ecosystems. It’s a chance for protocols and projects to design a series of conference sessions specifically aimed at their community: which means developers and other technical contributors as well as the investors, customers and founders.

SPORT COURT
Crypto has entered the global sports scene with the rise of collectibles, platforms, NFT projects from some of the most noted athletes in the world, and signature multi-year corporate deals with players, teams, leagues, and stadiums. The SportCourt, presented by Chain, will house Consensus panels and conversations relating to this fast-growing crypto audience.

EXPLORATIONS
Our Explorations are designed to provide a deep-dive into several critical areas of the blockchain and crypto industry. Focused on topics that are most relevant to the current economy, explorations are perfect for anyone interested in advancing from a crypto newbie to tried-and-true stakeholder.

BIG IDEAS STAGE
Provocative thinkers offer a rich diet of brain food about the profound implications of crypto and blockchains with the aim of scoping out possibilities for a better tomorrow.

METAVERSE ZONE
Will feature demos from some of the hottest metaverse experiences in the space, virtual experiences in fashion and real estate, as well as conversations about the emergence of virtual worlds and economies.

GET YOUR PASS NOW
Agenda at a Glance

Bringing together the decentralized world.

Programming & Experiences

Money Reimagined Summit

Investors and business leaders explore the financial, political, social and environmental implications of a coming transformation in currencies and finance. This full-day Summit is designed for investors, financial advisors, policymakers and impact entrepreneurs who are interested in ESG, CBDCs and the future of investing.

Creator Summit

The creator economy is quickly shifting to having a decentralized, multi-chain marketplace where artists and creators own their product and don’t give the lion share of the financial upside to labels, studios and big tech platforms. Join us at the Creator Summit, which will showcase the creators, founders, developers and collectors who are helping to decode and expand the fast growing opportunities of the emerging imagination fueled creative ecosystem.

NFT Gallery

Curated to bring the eclectic world of NFTs to life, the NFT Gallery at Consensus will showcase the creative artists in the space and educate those looking to get more involved in the development, cultural phenomenon, metaverse experiences and DAO emergence of NFT ecosystems.

DAO House

The emerging world of Decentralized Autonomous Organizations has taken the globe by storm. We are thrilled to welcome communities of founders, members and those curious to know more to the DAO House at Consensus. Located, adjacent to the convention center, you will hear from the most dynamic communities and creators in the space.

Talent Hub

Stop by the Talent Hub where we’ve made space for you to connect with brands and employers who are building the future of blockchain, crypto and Web3. Through dynamic conversations you can explore career opportunities directly with HR and recruitment professionals.

Opening Party

Kick off your Consensus 2022 experience with a bang! Join us at Banger’s on Austin’s famous Rainey Street for a lively Welcome party complete with food, fun and festivities. Open to all Pro and Piranha Pass holders, capacity permitting.

MetaGala

A Gala for Good, all powered by the Blockchain and during the largest crypto cultural festival of the year. The MetaGala will be a multiverse exclusive ticketed experience that allows attendees both physically and digitally to attend a gala to celebrate and support a good cause. This is a fashion x music x crypto first experience where those in attendance will slip between various realities to engage with each other, party, show off and show up for a good cause. Charity auction of select NFTs and items will also be held. Proceeds from the event go to a CoinDesk partner charity.
Thank You to Our Sponsors

Consensus provides a unique opportunity for your brand to grow, make connections and add value to a diverse community. Contact a member of our partnership team: sponsorship@coindesk.com

Showcase Your Brand

VIEW PROSPECTUS
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